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Abstract 

Increasingly, the relevance and clamour for transit solutions that integrate the first and last mile 

commute infrastructure has assumed increasing relevance in the discourse of sustainable urban 

transport and social inclusion in cities. As evident in several past studies, critical deficiencies in transit 

solutions have been exemplified by transit systems which majorly over-emphasize intervention that 

stops at transit hubs without cognizance to infrastructure linking these hubs to final phase of commute 

of passengers. Rethinking and re-inventing the position of last mile commute infrastructure within 

urban transport fabric may become even more imperative especially when the environmental, social, 

economic costs and impacts of the fragmented,inconvenient and unsafe access to transit hub that 

predominates this phase of passenger commute is analyzed. First and last mile commute infrastructure 

in cities is posited by various studies as a concrete theme with potentials to reforming cities faced with 

the risk of commuters’ preference for cars usage and importantly to reverse social exclusion. 

This paper is premised on qualitative and quantitative data sets which were triangulated to generate 

arguments that are consistent with the suggested disconnect between last mile commute and transit 

solutions in rapidly urbanizing cities using Abuja Nigeria as an exemplar illustrative case of global 

south cities. The findings provided evidences towards making explanation of how the existing 

transport network and intervention paid less consideration to the cost-saving, social inclusiveness and 

environmental efficiency impacts attributable to the integration of last mile commute infrastructure 

within public transport network. The absence of a safe and convenient last mile commute 

infrastructure emerged in the analyses as a strong explanatory variable for increased passenger 

transportation costs.  

Keyword: Bicycling infrastructure, first and last mile commute, passenger accessibility,sustainable transport, 

rapidly urbanizing cities. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Increasingly, consensus of researchers and research evidences in the realm of sustainable 

transport has indicated that first and last mile commute remain a concrete theme that 

contributes to the optimization of transit infrastructure intervention (public transport 

network/system).Notwithstanding this demonstrable critical role of first and last mile 

commute, evidences have indicated that discourses in the sustainable transport realm show 

that first and last mile is an often neglected theme (Shaheen et al. 2010, Shaheen and Guzman, 

2011, Fishman et al. 2013, Litman 2012, Van Wee, 2012, and ITDP, 2014). This is especially in 

instances where transit infrastructure intervention over-emphasizes engineering solution of 

road building and expansion to address transport challenges which include traffic congestion. 

Evidences of impacts resulting from transit infrastructureintervention that stops at transit 

hubs and neglects first and last mile commute depict unsafe walking and cycling system, not 

only due to lack of safe segregated pathways, but because this phase of commute is 

predominated by motorized mode which may include private cars, commercialmotorcycle and 

rickshaw (Seema, 2014, Cohen and Kietzmann, 2014, Litman, 1999, 2012).In this situation, 

evidences show that the arrays of impacts resulting from the motorization of this phase of 

commute include traffic accidents from pedestrian – motorist conflict, air pollution, transport 

– related Greenhouse Gas emission; and increased daily transport expenditure by commuters 

(Litman, 2003, Molina et al. 2004, Schipper et al. 2000, Seema 2013, Cervero 2000, Cohen and 

Kietzmann, 2014). 

As it is already evident, in literature and empirical evidences, the convenience and increased 

accessibility which integrated first and last mile commute infrastructure present to commuters 

has the capacity to spur transit ridership, retrofit the highlighted impacts and reduce city-wide 

automobile dependence (Shaheen and Guzman 2011, ITDP, 2014, Dai and Weinzimmer, 2014, 

Lesh, 2013, Fishman et al. 2013). 

This therefore reveal the desirability to rethink and re-invent first and last mile commute 

network/system in cities (especiallysub-Saharan African cities) and make it an integral part of 

transit intervention. This is not only because modal integration can be enhanced, transit 
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ridership leveraged, related impacts reduced, but importantly because it can attract choice 

riders from private car usage, and increase city-wide transit dependence. 

Achieving sustainable transportation requires optimizing each mode by assigning each mode 

for what it does best, this implies using non-motorized modes for local travel, public transit 

for travel at urban and regional-level travel, and the reduction in private car usage (TAC, 1998, 

Litman, 2003). This is in contrast to emphasis on mobility that emphasizes overall travel 

speed. In order to demonstrate the need for more emphasis on accessibility as against mobility, 

Whitelegg argues that,  

“It is the ease of access to other people and facilities that determines the success of a 

transportation system, rather than the means or speed of transport. It is relatively easy 

to increase the speed at which people move around, much harder to introduce changes 

that enable us to spend less time gaining access to the facilities that we need” 

(Whitelegg, 1993). 

It may therefore suffice to posit that, by skewing transport policy and investments in cities 

towards passenger accessibility, the desired outcomes of sustainable passenger transport that 

guarantees an equitable transport system that meets the needs of a large spectrum of 

commuters can be realized. 

The goal to shift mobility in cities toward a sustainable pathway that deleverages automobile-

dependent mobility, and the demand by commuters for efficient, reliable and safe accessibility 

has continued to spur the search for integrated transit-dependent mobility pattern. While, it is 

evident that daily commuter trips are amendable to transit mode, evidences show that transit 

infrastructure efficiency may only be a viable option where it present the opportunity for 

holistic intervention that is indicative of and demonstrate capacity, convenience and efficiency 

for commuter experience through all the phase of commute (Cervero and Deakin, 2008). The 

sustainability requirements of transport infrastructure and the demand by commuters for 

efficient passenger commuting experience require holistic intervention that integrate first and 

last mile commute in city transport network. 
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2.0 Factors creating enabling environment for fragmented First and Last Mile commute 

Several factors interplay to serve as permissive factors for the present character of first and last 

mile commute in cities. These may include, predict and provide engineering solution to 

transport sector investments, the role of city’s built form, and commuter choices that may 

often be determined by the perception of private car ownership and usage. 

a. Predict and Provide solution to transport sector investments 

Over the years, investments and intervention in transport sector has been skewed towards 

emphasis on building and expansion of highways for private car mobility as against other 

mode choices (Litman, 1999, 2012, Newman and Kenworthy, 2000). This sustained approach 

may have become institutionalized and continued to create and support limited choices for 

commuters. By this, investments in transit and non-motorized modes seldom assume relevance 

in policy circles. This transport investments and management situation and related challenges 

have been widely explicated by the study of Litman (1999, 2003, 2015). 

More worrisome is that, while global north cities are already rethinking this paradigm as 

evident in the phenomenon of “Peak car travel” argued by Newman and Kenworthy 

(2011)and other studies by ITDP and EMBARQ (2012). The global south cities with increasing 

population and mobility demand are stuck to the old ways of building and expansion of 

highways as solution to transport challenges. This may explain why first and last mile 

commutes in these cities receive little or no attention from transport sector investments. 

b. The Role of Built Form 

Several evidences from earlier studies have explained the debate and discourses on the role of 

built form in shaping mobility and transport choices in cities. The evidences from these 

studies suggested that extensive spatial pattern in cities is a permissive factors for long distant 

trips and VKT because places are located far apart (Newman and Kenworthy, 2000, 2006, 

Litman 1998, 2015, Cervero, 1998, Williams, 2005). 

It is therefore argued by protagonistsof dispersed city form that motorized trips present the 

most efficient opportunity of getting around in a convenient and timely manner. Conversely, 

protagonist of smart compact spatial pattern in cities argued that smart city formis a 

permissive factor for shorter trips and VKT because places are located relatively close together 
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(in mixed use community), and places are able to be reached in less time via walking or non-

motorized modes (Newman and Kenworthy, 2006, Cervero, 1998, Scheurer, 2001, Tiwari et 

al, 2011, Jabareen, 2006). This usually refers to development of diverse, mixed-use transit 

communities within 400 – 500 meters radius of transit stations. Even where longer trips are 

necessitated they are made via transit. In the latter scenario, the investments structure in 

transport sector de-emphasize permissive environment for private automobile trips and 

proliferation, while emphasizing transit investments and in non-motorized trips. This may 

therefore encourage the development of first and last mile commute infrastructure and 

encourage sustainable passenger transport. 

c. The Role of Commuter Choices 

Commuter choices also play a considerable role in shaping the pattern of first and last mile 

commute in cities. Evidences from studies have indicated that where the ownership and usage 

of private automobile is perceived as leverage on social credentials, there is increasing 

aspiration to own and use private cars (Penalosa, 2004). By this, even crop of commuters 

(especially non-choice riders, which are predominant in global south cities) may be aspiring to 

join the crop of private car users. With this situation the predicted rise in per capita income in 

emerging economies, and the structure of transport sector investments that permit private car 

mobility the use of private cars may further soar, and further increase the deficit of first and 

last mile commute infrastructure in cities. 

3.0 Contemporary Responses for Addressing the First and Last Mile Commute Gaps 

In line with literatures and empirical case evidences, the array of responses / intervention for 

shaping and transforming first and last mile commute include TOD, safe segregated walkways, 

cycle paths and bike share facility linking residences to public transport stations . 

I. Safe-segregated walkways and Cycle Paths 

Safe-segregated walkways and cycle paths have emerged as concrete theme in transport 

infrastructure intervention that seeks to achieve sustainable transport objectives (ITDP, 2014, 

Shaheen and Guzman, 2011, Shaheen et al. 2011, Fishman et al. 2013, Seema, 2014). This is not 

only because these infrastructure provide a premise for modal integration which provide 
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seamless and convenient transfer of commuters between one mode to another (See Figure 1), 

but because, it also provide reduced level of related impacts.  

 

                                             Source: Author’s Field Survey (2011). 

                                    Figure 1: Road Profile showing Private Car lane and safe  

                                    segregated cycling walking lane in Groningen, The Netherlands. 

These related impactsmay includereduced motorized trips with related reduction in traffic 

accidents, PM air pollution, transport-related CO2 emission. Importantly, another less 

reported impact of non-motorized trips is the opportunity for increased daily physical 

activitiesfor commuters which contribute to health benefits as prescribed by WHO (adults 

aged between 18-64 years should engage in at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic 

physical activity throughout the week)(WHO, 2013). 

II. Bike Share Facility 

Bike share facilities as an integral part of transport sector intervention has emerged as 

exemplary image and symbol of cities having sustainable transport priorities on its agenda. It is 

increasingly being implemented as infrastructure for reforming first and last mile commute in 

cities (Shaheen and Guzman 2010, 2011, ITDP, 2014, Fishman et al, 2013, Lesh 2013, Seema, 

2014). Bike share facility consist of designated rented bike points located at entry and exit 

point of major residential areas and near transit station, to provide convenient access to 

commuters for door-to-door service that private car is known to provide (See Figures 2 and 3).  
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Source: ITDP (2014)                                                                    Source: ITDP (2014)                                                                      

Figure 2: Bike Share Facility located in proximity        Figure 3: Bike Share Facility located in proximity 

of transit stop in London                                   of transit stop in Mexico City 

This facility may therefore serve the need of commuters located further (beyond 5 – 10 

minutes’ walk) from transport corridors. These initiatives therefore provide an alternative to 

fill the gap or replace motorized mode for the first and last mile commute phase of suburban 

residents. 

III. Transit Oriented Development (TOD) 

TOD has emerged as a dominant theme in the realm of spatial form and, landuse-transport 

integration as pathway to retrofit sprawling automobile-dependent cities. The studies by 

Calthorpe (1993), Breheny (1995), Dunphy et al, (2003), Bertuad (2004), Newman and 

Kenworthy (2006), Litman (1998), (2012), Cervero and Day (2008), Cervero and Murakami 

(2008), and Curtis (2008) have provided substantial evidences that the implementation of TOD 

provide the recipe to reform sprawling spatial form and automobile dependence.This may be 

because the TOD concept presents opportunity for more people to live near transit/public 

transport corridors in mixed use high density communities that uses land efficiently and 

reduces VKT. This may provide the opportunity to reform the extensive sprawling spatial 

pattern that permits the predominance of motorized trips for first and last mile commute. 

This therefore provides alternative to reform the first and last mile commute especially in 

rapidly urbanizing global south cities. 

The study by Litman (2012) argued that substantial empirical evidences exist in cities that 

relatively wealthy people will walk, bike and use public transit provided they are of high 

quality.These evidences indicate that when these interventions are properly planned and 
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implemented to make residences close to public transport hubs through short convenient 

routes / linkages, the impacts of traffic accidents, PM air pollution, transport-related CO2 

emissions, increasing transport costs by commuters in the first and last mile commute is 

reduced if not eliminated. 

4.0   Methodology 

The datasets used in this paper consist of several arrays of data sources which include archival 

records (data on transport sector investments), spatial analysis, direct personal observation and 

photo recording, and structured interview. 

The dataset derived from documents and archival records focused on statutory budgetary 

expenditure on the transportation sector in Abuja for a 10 years’ period, this was analyzed in 

order to reveal the structure of funding designated for public transport infrastructure 

(including first and last mile commute infrastructure) in comparison to the funding for the 

building and expansion of roads. This information was gained after a submission of the 

Participant Invitation Form to the Budget Division of the Abuja-FCT Treasury Department 

and with the provision of written consent to participate in the study, the representative of the 

Department provided the records (generally, the retrieval of these records is considered 

classified in Nigeria).  

In terms of primary dataset derived from direct personal observation and photo recording, the 

spatial character of the existing housing development in areas around first and last mile 

commute routes was used to corroborate the analysis of the spatial character derivable from 

archival records of satellite imageries of the area. In this analysis, densities prescribe for 

development within the sphere of influence of the transit/bus station was used as a benchmark 

for evaluating the compliance of the existing spatial character. This involve the purposive 

selection of a bus station and the analysis of the character of the surrounding spatial 

development in order to reveal the role of built form in encouraging long distant commuting 

between residences and transit hub / bus stops. The analysis was done by evaluating the 

density of the spectrum of commuters’ residences that fall within the quarter-mile radius, as 

this will reveal if the present spatial pattern permits large number of people to live near bus 

station and within reasonable walking distance. The analyses in this section include the 
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physical and direct observation of the pattern of the different modes and commuting vehicles 

that characterizes the first and last mile commuting. 

The structured interview sessions were held with purposively selected commuters. The 

respondents were identified to be commuters who reside in the suburban areas and commute 

daily in public transport to work in the core-city along Nyanya-Karu, Kubwa-Bwari, 

Gwagwalada-Kuje routes. Non-probability sampling is adopted in this section of this study 

and used in the selection of the participants for the structured interview sessions. These 

respondents are purposively selected as participants/respondents because they possess lived 

experience of the phenomena and are able to make informed contributions that elicit on the 

impact of costs of last mile commute on daily transport expenditure. The total number of 

structured interviews conducted was 150. The analyzed responses provide the premise for 

making computation to establish the impacts of the first and last mile commute on daily 

transport cost and expenditure of commuters.  

In order to collect structured interview data from the commuters on the mini-buses, the 

interviewers rode as commuters on the existing mini-buses along the three (3) routes and 

conducted 25 interviews on each route. Upon a brief introduction of the purpose of the 

interview to the 17-passengers (typical capacity of a mini-bus), a sample of 5 respondents were 

purposively selected to participate in the interview based on their indication of interest to 

respond to the interview questions. The interviews were conducted on each of the 5 work 

days (Monday through Friday) over two (2) week period. This therefore makes a total of a 

hundred and fifty (150) structured interviews along the three (3) routes. 

 

5.0 Results and Discussions 

The datasets collected from the various data sources are analysed to reveal the impacts of the 

existing first and last mile commute pattern in the case area-Abuja as an exemplar case of 

global south cities. The themes of the analyses include statutory capital expenditure on 

building and expansion of roads/highways; spatial analysis of the built form (extensive or 

smart spatial form), distance travelled by commuters on first and last mile commute, costs and 
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expenditure on daily passenger commute (in view of the absence of a plannedfirst and last mile 

commute infrastructure) by commuters along the 3 routes under consideration.  

5.1 Analysis of the Structure of Transport Sector Investments 

The analysis in this section focuses on the structure of transport sector investment in the case 

area, this elicited on the government statutory expenditure over a 10 year period as indicated 

in the budget documents.The contents of the Statutory Budget Documents was analysed by 

categorizing the transport sector expenditure into road building and expansion, public 

transportandother road-related infrastructure projects between the years 2003 to 2012, in 

Abuja(See Figure 4 below). 

 

Source: Department of Treasury, FCTA / The National Assembly, Abuja (2003-2012). 

Figure 4: FCT-Abuja Statutory Capital Expenditure in the Transportation Sector (2003 - 2012). 

 

The analysis illustrated in Figure 4 shows that road building and road expansion  account for a 

high of 91.40% and a low of 34.54% (with a mean of 67.29%); public transport  accounts for a 

high of 29.51% and a low of 0% (with a mean of 9.40%) while others categories (water, 

electricity and waste) account for a high of 65.46% and a low of 1.53% (with a mean of 

23.31%)  through the 10 years’ period (2003 – 2012). These metrics indicate that funds for the 

building and expansion of roads have been given priority and have been sustained, while 

funding for public transport has been abysmally low. The newly built and expanded roads do 
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not contain such component as first and last mile commute infrastructure to convey 

commuters along feeder routes linking the public transport hubs / bus station on the major 

routes. The observed evidence of rising investment in public transport is majorly the 

investments in a new LRT.The existing public transport systemused by commuters between 

the suburban areas and the core-city still remain buses running in mixed traffic without 

scheduled arrival or departure time that can guarantee good commuter experience. This 

situation in Abuja is consistent with earlier studies (Litman 1999, 2012, 2015) which argue that 

current transport policy favour engineering solution and passenger mobility as against diverse 

alternative that can permit passenger/commuter accessibility. It may therefore be safe to posit 

that there is need to reform transport sector policy and encourage diverse alternative transit 

and non-motorized modes to achieve sustainable passenger accessibility. 

5.2 Analysis of Comparison of the Spatial Character of existing and prescribed Density in 

the Areas around the First and Last Mile Commute Route linking Transit hub / bus 

station 

The analysis in this section was made by evaluating the character of spatial development in 

areas around the first and last mile commute route linking transithub / bus station. In specific 

terms, the density of existing development within the sphere of influence of ¼ mile from a 

transport hub / bus station and prescribed density within this area formed the basis for the 

analysis. This sphere of influence represents the minimum walking distances of between 5-10 

minutes. The satellite imageries showing the spatial character of developments within the 

quarter-mile sphere of influence of bus station along the Kubwa route (one of the 3 routes 

under consideration) is shown in Figure 5. In addition, the physical character of existing 

housing developments in areas surrounding the described bus station and the first and last mile 

commute feeder route was captured during direct observation and photo recording session and 

presented in Figures 6 and 7. 
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  Source: Google Earth, 2014.                                                                                     

 Figure 5: Satellite Imagery of Area of Kubwa showing character of development around 402m 

 radius (5-10 minutes’ walk) of bus station and along first and last mile commute feeder route 

 

    

Source: Authors’ Field Survey, 2015.                                                                                   Source: Authors’ Field Survey, 2015.                                                                                   

Figure 6 and 7: An example of the character of housing development around 402m radius (5-10 

minutes’ walk) of bus station and along first and last mile commute feeder route 

 

Figure 6 and 7 shows the predominance of single dwelling units around 402m radius (5-10 

minutes’ walk) of bus station and along first and last mile commute feeder route. 

The analysis revealed spatial and observational evidence of extensive spatial pattern of 

development which indicated the spread of residences distant apart. By this, the density of 

residences around the sphere of influence and minimum walking distance do not suggest a 

markedly high number of people living near public transport station. As such, only a few 
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spectrum of commuters live within walking distance ofbus stop, while the larger spectrum live 

beyond this walking distance. 

The described character of sprawl,and the large spectrum of the commuters living farther from 

public transport station may explain the growth of motorized tripsfor first and last mile 

commute in these areas. Therefore, it may suffice to remark that with the present spatial 

pattern, the convenience and speed provided by motorized commute may be unavoidable in 

first and last mile commute in cities faced with extensive spatial form. This finding is in line 

with earlier studies (Litman, 2015, Seema 2014, Cervero and Deakin 2008) which argue that 

extensive spatial form is recipe for motorized trips and automobile-dependent mobility 

pattern. 

The density analysis shows an average of 17.77 dwelling units per hectare. The density 

specification along transit stops according to the studies of Pushkarev and Zupan (1977), 

Dittmar and Ohland (2007), Guerra and Cervero (2011) is put at 36.08 dwelling units per 

hectare. The comparison of these density levels is reported in Table 1 below. 

       Table 1: Comparison between existing and prescribed density levels around the bus stop 

 

 

Size in 

radius 

(m) 

 

 

Land 

Area 

(Ha) 

 
Existing density around 

transit station 

 
Prescribed density within 

TOD 

 
 

Savings 
realizable 
from each 

zone 
(Dwellings) 

Savings 
realizable 
from each 

zonec 
(Land 

Area in 
Ha) 

Prescription 
on Densitiesa 

(Dwellings Per 
Ha) 

Number of 
Dwellings 
realizable 
from each 

zone 

Prescriptions 
on Densitiesb 

(Dwellings Per 
Ha) 

Number of 
Dwellings 
realizable 
from each 
zone 

402.33m 50.859 17.77 904 36.08 1835 931 52.39 

           Source: Authors’ Analysis, 2014. 

Notes: 
aSourced from the Abuja Development Control Manual and Physical Observation 
bSourced from Synthesis of TOD Standards (Pushkarev and Zupan, 1977, Ditmmar and Ohland, 2007) 
cThis is obtained by dividing the value of the savings realizable from each zone (dwellings) in column number 7 by the 

corresponding value of prescription on densities (dwelling per hectare) in the exiting situation as stated in column 

 number 3. 

Table 1 above shows that within the 402m radius (quarter of a mile) of the intense zone of the 

sphere of influence of a bus station, there exists a gap between the existing and prescribed 

density levels. The gap represents the deficit in the existing density level in areas around 

thebus stop. The expression of this deficit in percentage terms indicates that the existing 
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density level would need to be increased by 102.98% to achieve the desirable / optimal density 

levels for residences within the sphere of influence of bus stop.  

In sum, it can therefore be argued that the existing extensive spatial form contributes to 

increasing distances between the transit hubs / bus stations, and may therefore serve as 

permissive factor for increased level of motorized modes for first and last mile commute. This 

finding in Abuja is consistent with the findings of Newman and Kenworthy(1989) (2000), 

Williams (2005), Cervero and Deakin (2008), Shaheen and Guzman (2010), Cohen and 

Kietzmann (2014), and Litman (2015)which posit that, in cities where built spatial form are 

extensive, and transport sector investments skewed towards road building and expansion, 

automobile-dependent mobility pattern is imminent. By extension, motorized trips tend to 

dominate first and last mile commute, and all the implicit impacts (traffic accidents, PM air 

pollution, increased transport cost for commuters, transport-related CO2 emissions) are 

imminent.  

5.3 Distance Travelled by Commuters between Residential Areas and Public Transport 

Station 

The analysis in this section is predicated upon the findings in the sections 5.1 and 5.2 above 

which indicated deficit of transport sector expenditure on first and last mile commute 

infrastructure, and the location of residences of the large spectrum of the commuters beyond 

walking distance to transit hubs / bus station. Here, perception of the commuters was 

investigated to provide corroborative evidence on the daily distanced travelled by commuters 

in the first and last mile commute. This involved asking questions on how much time it takes 

to walk (walking distance) from places of residences in the suburban areas to the transit hub / 

bus stops on public transport corridors (see Figures 8). 
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                      Source: Author’s Analysis, 2015. 

    Figure 8:  Walking distance by commuters who travel in mini-buses from their      

    residence to the existing bus stops 

The result presented in Figure 8 above revealed that about one-quarter of the respondents have 

their residents located within 5 – 10 minutes’ walk distance to bus stops. This implies that 

more than half of these respondents walk beyond the recommended minimum (5-10 minutes) 

walking distances to existing bus stations. With a large spectrum of the commuters located 

beyond 5-10 minutes walking distance, it may suffice to argue that large spectrum of 

commuters may resort to motorized mode for commute to get to transit hub / bus stops. This 

reveals the existence of a gap in terms of the enabling environment created for motorized 

mode for the first and last mile commute to and from existing bus stops across the 3 route 

under consideration suburban areas. 

This findings is consistent with the study by Cervero (2000) and Seema (2014) which argued 

that public transport system in global south cities are predominantly fragmented and devoid of 

modal integration that can permit the convenience of commuters. Additional information 

provided by the respondents in the face-to-face structured interviews revealed that residents 

whose houses are located 20 – 30 minutes’ walking distance to the bus stops (who are the 

largest spectrum) responded that they actually do not walk over this distance but rather ride 

on commercial motorcycles to get to the bus stops. This, therefore, increase the portion of 

income spent on transport by these commuters from the suburban areas.  

Further, with the evidence of motorized trips in the form of commercial motorcycle being 

predominant in first and last mile commute, this may corroborate earlier assertion that the 
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extensive spatial pattern of suburban development makes walking over long distances not-

practical/feasible (See Figure 9 and 10).  

  

   

Source: Author’s Field Survey, 2015.                                            Source: Author’s Field Survey, 2015.                                                                      

Figure 9: Last mile commuting via Commercial           Figure 10: Last mile commuting via Commercial 

motor cycle in Nyanya, Abuja                                   motor cycle in Kubwa, Abuja 

 

As evident in the figures9 and 10 above, planned non-motorized infrastructure for first and last 

mile commute are overly absent. With the evident proliferation of motorized mode as 

motorcycle and private cars predominating first and last mile commute and lack of safe 

segregated walkways, pedestrians face the risk of pedestrian-motorist conflicts and traffic 

accidents. In addition, the predominance of motorized modes has implications on PM air 

pollution, and transport related CO2 emissions. This finding is consistent with findings of 

Molina, et al.(2004), Schipperet al. (2000), Newman and Kenworthy, (1989), Tiwari et al. 2011, 

and Litman, 2015. 

5.4 Daily Transport Expenditure by Commuters 

The analysis in this section focuses on the costs and expenditure by commuters on daily 

suburban areas – core-city travel. In specific term, the analysis attempt to evaluate the impact 

of the fare paid for first and last mile commute on the total daily transport costs.  

The statistical analysis and explanation of the responses from the structured interview of 

commuters was made using the Pearsons Correlation Analysis. This therefore elicited the 

strength of the correlation between high cost of daily transport fare on suburban areas – core-

city commuting along the 3 routes as an independent variable and high cost first and last mile 

commute fare as the dependent variables. Therefore, the hypothesis have been put forward to 
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represent the theme on increased commuter transport cost identified as externality implicit to 

the present first and last mile commute pattern. 

The hypothesis include: 

(i) Ho: There is no significant relationship between the high cost daily transport fare 

on suburban areas – core-city commuting and, high cost of first and last mile 

commute fare along the 3 routes. 

  Table 2: Correlation on daily transport cost by commuters to the core-city is high due 

   to the high cost of first and last mile commute fare? 

  
Do you think the fare 

passengers pay for their first and 

last mile commute is high? 

Do you think the daily transport 

cost by commuters to the core-city 

is high due to the high cost of first 

and last mile commute fare? 

Do you think the fare passengers 

pay for their first and last mile 

commute is high? 

Pearson Correlation 1 .064* 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .032 

N 1119 1119 

Do you think the daily transport 

cost by commuters to the core-city 

is high due to the high cost of first 

and last mile commute fare? 

Pearson Correlation .064* 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .032  

N 1119 1119 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).  

        Source: Author’s Analysis (2013).  

As evident from the results of the analysis shown in Tables 2 above, the analysis of the 

perceptions of the commuters in mini-buses shows that the present high transport cost of fare 

on first and last milecommute anddaily high transport cost on suburban areas – core-city 

commute were strongly correlated, r(150) = 0.032. The correlation value is less than the p 

value of 0.05; therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected, and it can be declared that the 

correlation here is statistically significant. Furthermore, it can be stated that high cost of first 

and last mile transport fare is a major single factor that explains the high cost of daily 

transport fare on suburban areas – core-city commuting along the 3 routes under consideration 

in the case area Abuja. 

The results of the statistical analyses therefore suggests that when the daily transport costs by 

commuters is evaluated, in relative terms, the portion paid on first and last mile commute 

appear to be hugely significant.These findings therefore indicate that the absence of integrated 
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first and last mile commute contribute to increased cost expended on transport by commuters, 

this funds would otherwise have been saved where and when  appropriate first and last mile 

commute infrastructure is integrated into transit infrastructure intervention. Hence, by 

addressing the gap and fragmentation of the first and last mile commute, the huge transport 

cost expanded on first and last mile commute can be reduced, if not eliminated. 

6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations    

The findings discussed in this paper provide substantial evidence to argue that cities 

characterized by extensive sprawling spatial form; with transport sector investments skewed 

towards road building and expansion with reduced /low emphasis on transit infrastructure; 

with fragmented first and last mile commute predominated by motorized trips do not provide 

enabling environment for sustainable passenger mobility and accessibility. This therefore 

provide the premise to argue that enhancing the efficiency and fluidity of overall 

passenger/commuter mobility requires successful first and last mile connections and the 

achievement of modal integration and sustainable passenger mobility and accessibility. 

As discourses in the sustainable transport realm and consensus of researchers and research 

evidences indicate the need to rethink first and last mile commute,it is very imperative to 

integrate it as a concrete theme in transit infrastructure intervention. It may therefore suffice 

to posit that, first and last mile development remains crucial in present and future transport 

policy agenda. There may be need for increased focus by researchers on the imperative of 

exploring safe segregated walkways, bike share facility, and Transit Oriented Development 

(TOD) as intervention for transforming first and last mile commute towards achieving modal 

integration in rapidly urbanizing global south cities. This is especially because, this region is 

predicted to become / play host to major urban transition through the century. The attendant 

mobility demand would evidently make the first and last mile commutes assume increased 

relevance in this region.A key fundamental contribution of this paper is that its fidings 

provide evidences for the opportunity to explore bike share programme in African cities 

where none exist prior to this paper. In sum, Sustainable transportation requires significant 

changes in the overall transportation planning fabric and practices with cognizance to increase 

economic, equity, and environmental efficiency. It is argued that this cannot be achieved 

simply by changing vehicle designs or improving traffic flow, but that transportation 
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professionals shift from being traffic engineers concerned only with mobility and vehicle flow, 

into sustainability experts with focus on accessibility via diverse transport choices. This should 

include predicating transport decisions on community’s long-term strategic objectives. 

7.0 Area of Further Research 

While this paper have highlighted several impacts implicit to a fragmented first and last mile 

commute system, it has attempted to analyze and evaluate impacts relating to commuters’ 

expenditure and costs on daily transport. A more fuller and complete analysis of the impacts 

can be achieved when the impacts of PM air pollution, traffic accidents, transport-related CO2 

emissions is computed. This can therefore elicit on multi-dimensional analyses of impacts and 

benefits, and provide the premise for informed evidence-based decision on transit 

infrastructure intervention that integrates first and last mile commute infrastructure especially 

in rapidly urbanizing global south cities. 
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